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The Vanishing Half
by Brit Bennett
Two mixed-race identical twins
reevaluate their choices as one
raises a black daughter in
their hometown while the other
passes for white with a husband
who is unaware of her heritage.

The Silent Patient
by Alex Michaelides
A captivating study of the
characters linked to Alicia
Berenson, a famous painter who
inexplicably shot the husband
she loved and then chose never
to utter a single word again.

The Lions of Fifth Avenue
by Fiona Davis
A New York Public Library
superintendent’s wife
reevaluates her priorities upon
joining a woman’s suffrage
group in 1913, decades before
her granddaughter’s efforts to
save an exhibit expose tragic
family secrets.

Before She Knew Him
by Peter Swanson
What would happen if a serial
killer met the perfect confidant,
someone who would never be
believed if they revealed his or
her secrets? Nothing good.

The Pull of the Stars
by Emma Donoghue
A novel set in 1918 Dublin
offers a three-day look at a
maternity ward during the
height of the Great Flu
pandemic.

The Book of Lost Names
by Kristin Harmel
True events in the story of a
Polish graduate student in World
War II who uses her forgery
talents to help hundreds of
Jewish children flee the Nazis.
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